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Abstract
This action research project examines my experience teaching and learning how to teach more
effectively to secondary school art students learning online and in-person during the Covid-19
pandemic. The following questions were asked and answered: What tools am I able to apply to
support activist art in the classroom? How can I use drawing activities to lower student anxiety
levels in-person and online and provide continuity across face-to-face and online class meetings?
In what ways can I differentiate drawing activities to provide access for diverse learners? While
using qualitative research for my methodology, and journaling, interviews, and comparisons as
my data collection, I discovered the following themes while examining my data: subject matter,
critical thinking, connection, grace, interaction, multiple-pathways, and meeting them where they
are. More research should be conducted to find ways to differentiate art education to have more
opportunities for flow in the classroom. Along with more research about how important art
education is for assisting students in their learning of other subjects. And finally, more research
should be conducted to discover how to create a more effective online learning environment.
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Chapter 1
“Don’t try to figure out what other people want to hear from you; figure out what you
have to say. It’s the one and only thing you have to offer” (Barbara Kingsolver). Teaching and
learning in an online environment have become commonplace for the majority of our society.
Students and teachers are going with the proverbial flow and changing practices on the fly to
discover the most effective learning strategies for students. As I experience this learning and
teaching in a pandemic, I reflect on my own experience in the ebb and flow of living. I am late to
the part in life where you decide what you want to be when you grow up. Though I have not
necessarily nailed down my grown-up identity, my instinctive tendency to teach and create art
projects with and for children of family and in the community has helped me to recognize that I
am a natural teacher and often bring out the best in people. And therefore, have decided to
pursue a career as an art teacher.
During my formative years, my parents divorced, and I established coping mechanisms,
like creating art and people-pleasing, that allowed me to essentially float along in life without a
clear idea around goals, how to set them or how to achieve them. I was able to fly under the radar
and do my best to make sure that everyone around me was happy and cared for. School was a
socially scary place with many caring adults who made me feel as though I had a purpose,
pleasing them by getting good grades and behaving properly as expected of a young girl. I was
extremely hard on myself to be “perfect,” even my teachers noticed this and commented on it as
a potential issue to my mother. I find that I have the same drive today to achieve “perfection”
and acceptance in my endeavors, though hopefully with more self-care in mind.
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Later in middle school I hit my first major obstacle in achieving perfect grades. Algebra
was like a foreign language with backward thinking and upside-down logic…I received my first
D and was devastated. It seemed that nothing I could say to my teacher or extra studying I could
do would remedy this evaluation (Or fix the “grade”). If only I could have known back then that
it was most likely the way the teacher taught math, or perhaps merely my aptitude for math, that
was at fault for my poor understanding of algebra. Up to this point, I was a TAG (talented and
gifted) student so adept at reading and comprehension, that I was given the great opportunity to
create art instead of sitting in a classroom bored out of my mind. It was such an important event
in my art experience, and it led me further toward my instinctive coping mechanism and selfexpression through creativity.
In high school, I hit major roadblock number two, biology. I was so incensed that they
would have the audacity to expect me to dissect those poor animals whose sole purpose was to
die so I could look at their guts. With the backing of my mother, I was able to bring up my
extreme vehemence to the school and was able to avoid the class by writing a lengthy report
about my reluctance to be in the class. I ultimately did myself a disservice in avoiding biology in
two ways; one, I would later love drawing the human and animal figure and what better way to
understand what is happening under the skin than to be able to look under the skin, and two, I
had to take chemistry instead and was not great at memorizing the periodic table or the chemical
formulas. If perhaps I had better understood the broader purpose and learning opportunities of
dissecting in biology, I would have been able to follow a different path. Now I know that I
simply did not know what I did not know.
After high school I did not have a clear direction. I worked at a bank, as a receptionist
and in retail until after some traumatic events, I landed a job as an instructional assistant. It was a
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great way to experience many different classrooms and different aged students and it led me
towards my entrance into community college. I worked with a pre-k teacher who encouraged me
to attend college. It was the best guidance I could have received as I was floating along once
again. I chose to pursue an art career because that was what I was most successful in, or so I
thought at the time. I got my AA transfer degree and then was accepted to the Western Oregon
University Bachelor of Arts in Art program. I chose painting as my primary focus and sculpture
as my secondary focus, which my professors’ thought was weird, as most students choose all 2dimensional or all 3-dimensional art as their focus. I enjoyed the hard work and I learned so
much in my undergraduate classes. After graduation, I was unclear about my next steps, and I
learned about an opportunity to intern with the Salem Art Association which allowed me to get
my foot in the door with art-focused jobs. After six months I still was not able to find a decent art
job, so I settled for an office job to pay my school loans. Eight years later, a few promotions and
lots of anxiety and depression led me to the same pre-k teacher who had encouraged me to get
my Bachelor’s degree. She had since finished her MAT and was teaching first grade and asked
me if I wanted to volunteer in her classroom. I jumped at this opportunity. It was so rewarding to
spend time with the students, and it gave me the feeling of giving back to the community. Soon
after I learned of the school district’s need for substitute teachers, I applied for the position and
the school district-sponsored me, and I worked for them for about a year and a half until the
pandemic derailed me a bit. I really enjoyed working with the students, especially the awkward
middle-schoolers. It was often shared with me that being a substitute teacher is in many ways
more challenging than having your own classroom, so I applied for the MAT program in early
2020 and was accepted.
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As I study to be an art teacher, I have learned that the most effective methods for teaching
are providing ways for students to figure stuff out on their own and bounce around ideas with
peers. Giving students direction and helping them to create a path of their choosing will help
them to improve the benefit of their learning. I know this because extensive research has been
done on peer learning. David Boud of Stanford University has the following to say about how
students learn:
Students learn a great deal by explaining their ideas to others and by participating in
activities in which they can learn from their peers. They develop skills in organizing and
planning learning activities, working collaboratively with others, giving, and receiving
feedback and evaluating their own learning. Peer learning is becoming an increasingly
important part of many courses, and it is being used in a variety of contexts and disciplines in
many countries (Boud, 2002).
An important aspect of my teaching is my recognition that I do not know everything, and
I am willing to let the students choose their path in an environment which is supportive of
exploration, experimentation, and creation. I believe one important purpose of education is to
guide students to be good citizens in society. I support Progressivism, Humanism, and
Constructivism philosophies in education. Progressivism focuses on developing the student’s
consciousness like a moral guide where students learn how to interact with each other and
develop tolerance and cooperation for different perspectives. Humanism is about nurturing every
single student to their fullest potential. Constructivism concentrates on using education to help
students to develop a progressive worldview.
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I think there is a significant disconnect between public education and the way that
students learn. Research has shown that there are effective ways that students learn, however
public schools often focus on passing standardized tests rather than focusing on whether or not
students are learning the intended lessons. I would like to create a learning environment that
always challenges students, regardless of their ethnicity, socio-economic status, or legal status.
Providing the students opportunities to learn about a socially just education where equity is at its
core and by giving the students the ability to be their most human selves, even when the situation
is difficult. I will be an ethical teacher who is guided by my beliefs that support what is best for
students, especially when I may not understand the story behind their behavior. I will give and
expect the highest and best of students. Positive relationships improve the quality of the learning
environment and allow teachers to meet student needs, grow professionally, and flourish. I think
more time should be spent building relationships with students to create more impact on positive
learning environments. Over the years, I have grown to understand the importance of
relationships, and of building a solid connection that nurtures individual needs. Therefore, I
intentionally seek opportunities to build them and will continue to cultivate connections with my
students. This description from Molly Kelly describes an optimal classroom environment:
Results of this research project indicated that there are two distinct domains that needed to be
addressed when creating an optimal art classroom environment for flow activation within
students. The teacher must ensure that both the physical and pedagogical environments of the
art classroom are Inspirational and Flexible. Inspirational in terms of positive teacher-student
relationships, positive attitudes, and physical visual elements of the art classroom including
the display and organization of materials and resources, to student artwork and general visual
displays. The second domain being Flexible, which refers to; the physical art classroom
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arrangement, student comfort including adjustable furniture, climate and lighting controls
within the classroom, options within activities, the range of materials to choose from and use,
personalized teaching and learning, and a variety of modes of delivery (Kelly, 2017).

Students learn best by doing. Students need to feel that there is a purpose to the activities they
are engaging in. I do not know anyone who wants to do busywork, what is the point? Students
get more buy-in when they are exploring and working toward a product that has real-life
applications. My mission when teaching is to give students the opportunity to explore new ways
to create and new ways to deal with stress and anxiety. I would like them to feel that my
classroom is a safe space to be who they are or, at the very least, a safe space to figure out the
kind of person they would like to be. Art is a great outlet to help you get out of your head and
work out feelings you may not otherwise know what to do with.
I want to teach art because I think it is a useful tool in just about every facet of life. Art
supports higher-order thinking and problem-solving. Artists create furniture, cars, advertising,
mood in interior design, provide an outlet for relaxation, and most importantly artists inspire.
You cannot experience everyday life activities without using something or viewing something
that an artist created and/or influenced. Students will be able to use the elements of art and
design to create reports, resumes, presentations, etc. Art is also very meditative. Students need
some time each day to be able to slow their brains and give them a rest. Art can be mindful and
physical and is a great way to reduce stress and anxiety.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
Purpose and Objectives for the Literature Review
The purpose of my action research project is to develop my teaching practice for the
whole student through the enhancement and presence of research-driven online and in-person
engagement practices. My teaching method will benefit from the blend of increased
understanding, deeper knowledge, the groundwork for inclusive planning, as well as the focus of
online and in-person techniques to increase interaction as I guide secondary art students. My
main objective with the literature review is to ascertain the extent of the research and information
about how students are learning and experiencing online education and in-person education,
particularly in secondary school. One of the main reasons that I chose this specific focus area for
my action research project is because I want to know and understand the strategies for best
practice in engaging students in online learning and how that compares with in-person learning.
The online classes that I have been observing and teaching are small (twelve students at
the most). This poses different challenges and offers some benefit to get students to interact.
After the students began in-person learning in February I had only one class that was a mix of
online and in-person students and two classes that are exclusively taught online. The remaining
five classes were taught in person. The classes are split into A days and B days, and I saw the
students twice a week for an hour at each meeting.
Art is a very individualized experience. It takes a certain amount of intrinsic motivation
to focus on art when you are in the classroom. However, it is even more difficult when you are
home and there are many distractions (i.e, pets, laundry, siblings, TV, cell phone, etc.) that may
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be or seem more important than the art in front of you. This can be a challenge for the students
and the teachers.
Inspiration and engagement are important instruments in creating. I want to make sure
that students learn from their peers and from their own encounters in their online and in-person
school experiences. The literature review will guide my instruction as I discover the best
practices and contemporary research for online engagement. This review will cover three main
ideas:
1) What tools am I able to apply to support activist art in the classroom?
2) How can I use drawing activities to lower student anxiety levels in-person and online
and provide continuity across face-to-face and online class meetings?
3) In what ways can I differentiate drawing activities to provide access for diverse
learners?
Procedures for the Literature Review
I selected literature for this review based on several specific criteria. Research on student
and teacher engagement, activist art, and how art supports meditation and lowering anxiety. This
research yielded 120 relevant articles. In order to narrow my findings and make them more
specific to this research project, I then focused my review efforts on articles that discussed the
importance of learning environments, activist art pedagogy, and how the practice of art affects
anxiety levels. Because this first set of literature focuses to some degree on college-aged
students, I searched for articles that were secondary-aged students specific. I initially searched
Google Scholar as a database for articles that met the keyword criteria listed above, along with
conducting a search for art in the secondary classroom, how to effect flow, and how to define
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activist art. After finding these articles, I hand searched their reference lists as sources to find
additional related articles. Finally, I searched the Hamersly Library online database.
In order to incorporate the literature review, I developed a guiding system and
corresponding separation of research into three major themes: How to integrate activist art into
the secondary classroom, how art affects anxiety and benefits students who are online or inperson, and then how to incorporate art into my lessons for diverse learners. I read each article to
determine how it fit within these broad thematic categories, and then, through a process of
reading and rereading for pertinent details of each study, I determined subheadings in the
literature review. My intent was to start with a broad treatment of each theme and then to
systematically reduce broad understandings of teacher-student engagement, diverse teaching
strategies, and activist art to specific understandings of how these themes are present in research
about secondary students learning art, how they will gain the most benefit emotionally and
mentally from art, and how I can incorporate these into my art classroom. The theory below
focuses on three major strands that inform my understanding of needed research in activist art
practices and research on how art activities can enhance students' learning of other activities. The
review of research methods is included in the methodology section, as well as a discussion of the
strengths and limitations of this method. I did this to demonstrate that the chosen method was
situated in the context of well-established research.

Student Engagement
The overarching theme of this research is student engagement. I wanted to focus on the
many tools and strategies that can be utilized in my teaching practice to enhance student learning
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by facilitating engaging art activities that elicit higher-order thinking. Student engagement is an
important aspect of learning, according to Sommer & Klockner, “Emotions, such as happiness,
have also been shown to promote intrinsic motivation and interest, and thereby contribute to
create engagement” (Fredrickson, 2013; Fredrickson & Joiner, 2018; Storbeck & Wylie, 2018).
Interestingly, Weber (2006) concludes that our actions “... are limited, partly because we lack an
emotional connection to the topic. We therefore expect that an important mechanism by which
activist art affects people is emotional activation, whether positive or negative.” (Sommer &
Klockner, 2019). In answering the following questions, I will be able to enhance my
understanding of how to facilitate a learning environment that will help to support student
engagement:
1) What tools am I able to apply to support activist art in the classroom?
2) How can I use drawing activities to lower the anxiety level in-person and online and
provide continuity across face-to-face and online class meetings?
3) In what ways can I differentiate drawing activities to provide access for diverse
learners?
One way that I can improve student engagement is by creating rapport with my students
so they feel safe to express themselves. In my research, I found that there have been studies to
support my theory about the relationship between teachers and students. According to Prewett,
Bergin & Huang, “High quality student-teacher relationships provide a supportive foundation for
long-term student learning (Hamre & Pianta, 2001). When students feel their teachers like them,
they tend to perform better academically and experience greater school engagement (Wang &
Eccles, 2013). Many studies have found that students with close teacher relationships are more
likely to experience academic interest, engagement, achievement, self-efficacy, and motivation
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compared to students with more distant relationships (Fast et al., 2010; Sakiz, Pape, & Hoy,
2012; Tosto, Asbury, Mazzocco, Petrill, & Kovas, 2016; Wentzel, Battle, Russell, & Looney,
2010)” (Prewett, Bergin, & Huang, 2018). They go on to discuss how the relationships of
students are dynamic and include family, peers, and teachers. And though their backgrounds may
be different, the teacher-student relationship is a huge facet of children's lives, and teachers’ set
the tone for the classroom.
By understanding how a classroom environment can affect learning I can begin to
cultivate healthy relationships with my students from the moment they walk through the door.
“Often it is the classroom instructor who, through the creation of the environment and in the
quality of their instruction, has the most important role in encouraging students to enter a flow
state” (Lauer, 2015).
Theme 1: What tools am I able to apply to support activist art in the classroom?
One way that I would like to encourage students’ higher-order thinking is by including art
activities that support students creating activist art. Activist art, according to Marit Dewhurst, the
author of Social Justice Art, says that “Arts ability to communicate ideas, where words alone
might not suffice, opens up useful ways for disenfranchised or oppressed groups of people to
interact with, and potentially impact the world. These activist forms of art offer opportunities to
engage with concepts that may be otherwise challenging to explain, such as issues of identity,
oppression, or freedom” (Dewhurst, 7). This type of expression will encourage students to think
about larger issues in society and help them to learn from each other about issues they may not
have been exposed to before. Topics like climate change can be explored as described by
Sommer & Klockner, “Moreover, art can illustrate to people why environmental topics are
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relevant for them in their daily lives, without sounding “preachy” (Neal, 2015). Thereby
engagement can be created, when people care about climate change and feel that it is in their
range of actions to make changes in their behavior (Lorenzoni, Nicholson-Cole, & Whitmarsh,
2007).” (Sommer & Klockner, 2019). By putting my lesson planning focus on facilitating
ways/tools for students to use in creating their art it gives more emphasis on what the students
themselves can achieve in their learning. In the research on activist art with high school students
that Marit Dewhurst conducted, they have this to say about the experience, “Through these
shared albeit unspoken connections, the participants took their initial ideas of somewhat large
social problems - women’s rights, homelessness, gentrification, global warming, racism, and so
on - and identified new layers of evidence of those issues in their own lives. By finding
connections between large ideas and the physical manifestations of those ideas in their
immediate worlds, the youth began to develop a more attentive understanding of the relevancy
and immediacy of the issue to their own existence. In other words, they learned to see these
social justice problems within the framework of their everyday experiences, growing their
awareness of injustice in their own worlds” (Dewhurst, 2014). By connecting these large social
problems to the students’ learning the students will have a lasting understanding that connects to
their lives on a personal level. This will lead to a more solid foundation for them to build upon
for future learning.
Also, by using tools to support learning about art through activism students can see how
their art can make a difference thus affecting their higher-order thinking. This can also show
students how to share big feelings about a subject by seeing how artists have done this type of
work in the past. Students can learn more about their world through art. Wilcox elaborates on
this idea,
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Art’s impact hits parts of our awareness that are often shunted by rigidly rational
worldviews, parts that deserve equal exercise and respect if we are to think and act as
whole people and to call upon all the resources within our beings. That is why seeing
something communicated through art can impact a person far harder than seeing the same
thing communicated through strictly informational means. If you want someone to
understand something deeper than just intellectually, if you want them to understand it in
their guts – and that is really the only way they’ll be moved to act – then the way to
communicate it is not to just tell it in straight fact” (p. 29).
Sommer & Klockner have this to say about the importance of activism, “The arts have
been an important element in activism in many political fields (Belfiore & Bennett, 2006).
Subcultures have, for example, used the arts and fashion as a way of resisting the dominating
culture of the mainstream. Art creates meaning, and functions as a tool for protest movements
and the expression of dissent” (Belfiore & Bennett, 2006; Jackson, 2016). (Sommer & Klockner,
2019) One obstacle to teaching activist art is knowing where to cause influence and knowing
when to let the students learn, think, and discover for themselves. Dewhurst suggests that,
Often, especially in settings with curricular or time constraints, facilitators might
predetermine the intentions of a work of art through an assignment. This move can limit
young people’s capacity to draw upon their own experiences to create their work.
Therefore, when both designing projects and evaluating them, facilitators must pay
attention to how intentions for works of art are named and shaped. Participants - working
either individually or collectively - should be encouraged to name their own intentions
for their work through discussion or writing or both - activities that encourage personal
reflection” (p. 108-109).
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Students will have learned and experienced how to create art that has an impact that goes far
beyond something that a traditional elements and principles of design curriculum could teach the
students.
Theme 2: How can I use drawing activities to lower the anxiety level in-person and online
and provide continuity across face-to-face and online class meetings?
As an educator, I would like to include more tools to help students learn how to manage
anxiety and stress. In my experience, art-making is a great way to lower anxiety. Creating is a
type of meditation. In the Lauer article, they discuss the concept of flow. For example, “One way
of understanding the kind of deep involvement and engagement in an artmaking task is through
the concept of flow. Csikszentmihalyi (1990) describes the optimal experience of entering into
flow as one in which intense focus allows for an autotelic experience, one that is worth doing in
itself, which results in improved outcomes and enjoyment” (Lauer, 2015). This enjoyment can
lead to satisfaction in other facets of life like engaging with peers.
For students who are learning in an online setting, there can be fewer distractions and
may help with focus, depending on the student. When students are home there are countless
possibilities for being pulled away from class for reasons like family needs, siblings, pets, etc.
Other students may need to have interaction to be more successful. (Tarantino, 2013) has this to
say about interaction, “By participating in a community of learners, students become more
engaged with the course content which increases the achievement of popular learning outcomes,
such as critical thinking and individual student development (Carini, Kuh, & Klein, 2006; Kuh,
1993, 2009; Kuh, Cruce, Shoup, Kinsie, & Gonyea, 2008; Pike, Kuh, & McCormick, 2011).
Therefore, student engagement through social media can increase connections to create a virtual
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community that leads to better content learning” (Tarantino, 2013). Tarantino goes on to
comment about how social media and online learning technology should be used alongside
working with your hands for best practice, like writing notes rather than typing them. However,
it is also important to note that it is the combination of technology and the physical use of writing
that is the best combination for learning. According to Tarantino, “The use of social media in
academic coursework can increase the learning achieved by an individual student. Students who
participate in coursework that utilize social media demonstrate an increase in overall GPA when
compared with students who do not participate in social media (Junco, 2012b; Junco et al.,
2011).” Additionally, Tarantino has this to say about the subject, “Furthermore, using social
media fosters long-term retention of information and develops a deeper understanding of content
that is discussed in a class (Chen & Bryer, 2012; Heafner & Friedman, 2008). This research
indicates that students who use social media are better able to connect course content with outof-class peer interactions, ultimately supporting their learning within the classroom.”
Another factor in the success of the students learning with technology is directly related
to the teacher’s beliefs in how effective the technology will be. If the teacher is tech savvy, the
students will have more opportunity to learn from the teacher. However, if the teacher is not
technologically adept the students may suffer from the teacher’s lack of knowledge and or skill
with online activities. In a study conducted by Sung, Chang & Liu (2016) they discovered the
following:
In most studies it was found that students had a positive attitude toward laptops and felt
that they were more motivated and engaged in their learning, and it was further believed
that teachers conducted more student-centered learning activities. Moreover, considerable
differences in classroom educational practices arose from the diversity of teachers' beliefs
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about the usefulness of laptops. Fleischer (2012) also found several challenges regarding
the use of laptops in classrooms, such as encouraging teachers to change their previous
beliefs and teaching methods (e.g., teacher-centered lectures) in response to their
students' greater flexibility and autonomy; how to reconcile the conflict between the
students' desire for independent study and the need for teachers' guidance; and how to
facilitate teachers' competence by designing an appropriate curriculum and teaching
models for laptop usage programs (p. 253).
These findings highlight the significance of a strong foundation built by the teacher who sets the
tone for the classroom. This is some of the best insight I have discovered in my research on the
effects of technology on students and their learning. Suggesting that my views will be important
for their learning and understanding.
Theme 3: In what ways can I differentiate drawing activities to provide access for diverse
learners?
As an educator, it is important to provide a way for all students to learn equitably. One
way a teacher may create a more equitable learning environment is to differentiate the ways in
which the students create their art projects. There are a number of ways to differentiate students'
learning. Providing visual aids, including video lessons and handouts with step-by-step
instructions is very useful for students who have trouble focusing on an audio lesson. Giving
support in the way of differentiation to students is also very helpful. One way to do this is by
allowing the student to create a smaller artwork because they work slowly, or because they are
stressed, etc., or if they are a fast finisher, encourage them to work larger. The goal should be
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seeing evidence that they understand the lesson, not that they perform to a certain level or
standard.
In researching this subject of differentiating lessons for diverse learners I found that flow
was important for understanding and learning. In this article from J.E. Lauer, they give an
explanation of flow when creating. In order for one to enter into a state of flow there are seven
conditions that need to be satisfied as defined by the research of Csikszentmihalyi (1990).
“These conditions are (1) perceived balance of skill, (2) sense of control, (3) clear task goals, (4)
opportunity for intense concentration, (5) feedback, (6) lack of self-consciousness, and (7)
enjoyment. These seven conditions provide the framework for the exploration of how
environmental and instructional factors impact flow” (Lauer, 2015). Through this we can easily
understand how student responses to feeling challenged or even their self-worth can contribute to
entering into a flow state.
The study goes on to show that they found that all students experience some level of
flow. Even beginners or those with little art experience were shown to benefit from experiencing
flow. This also helps teachers to understand how their students are processing and learning new
skills. Additionally, it helps the teacher to create lesson plans that facilitate possibilities for flow.
The added benefit to these experiences is that they encourage more opportunities for learning due
to the positive flow experiences. Teachers can also challenge students by facilitating discussions
with them about what they learned from the activity. Flow focused art education will benefit
students and teachers and give more weight to the importance of art focused activities in schools
(Lauer, 2015). In response to the activities the students were questioned about their experience,
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The students who responded true to entering into flow were then asked to reflect upon
their experiences. From these narratives two major themes became apparent, the mention
of the quick passage of time and finding themselves unaware of their immediate
surroundings and fellow classmates. Another commonality in responses was in the way
students described their flow experiences, stating that they were “in the zone” or “zoning
out.” The kind of focus described in these experiences is optimal for learning as it allows
students to engage in intense concentration with the material. For instructors, a student
being “in the zone” means fewer behavioral issues and less chance that minor distractions
in the classroom environment will interrupt learning” (Lauer, 2015)
Lauer goes on to explain how students can feel more challenged,
“Results also showed that students who engaged in flow experience also responded to
feeling more challenged by the lesson than those who did not enter into flow. High flow
students responded that they were less likely to be bored or distracted during the lesson,
which is related to feeling challenged. These findings suggest that instructors need to
provide students with differentiated lessons that allow for all ability levels to be
adequately challenged” (p. 61-62).
The instructor can also use the idea of flow to create lesson plans that facilitate more possibilities
for flow. “Flow focused art education will benefit students and teachers and give more weight to
the importance of art focused activities in schools” (Lauer, 2015). By creating rapport and
building relationships with students the teacher can be better informed about the differentiation
needs of students.
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Summary
This review of literature reveals an important facet of art education. Teacher influence is
key to the environment of a classroom. When a teacher sets up the environment and provides
engaging relevant projects that support higher-order thinking, students are more invested in their
work, and therefore are learning more from the process. More research is needed in relation to
studying the efficacy of online instruction and how to keep students engaged with peers in an
online classroom. Also, research should be conducted to discover how to help students to get into
the state of flow when learning online. Given the findings of this literature review, the next
chapter will explain the methods and procedures that I used to study how to include activist art in
lessons, the differences in students’ learning online and in-person, and how I can differentiate
projects so all students can get an equitable art education.
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Chapter 3
Research Methods
The methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices of action
research, using self-study aligned with professional teaching standards, teacher artifacts, studentcreated artifacts, assessments, journaling, and interviews as a means of data collection. I will
begin with a review of action research principles to establish the foundation for this study’s
method of inquiry. Second, I will review the choices and purposes of data collection that helped
to highlight my instruction and means for searching for improvement. Third, I will detail my
context for the study, methods of data collection protocols, maintaining credibility and
trustworthiness of the data, and acknowledge my limitations as a researcher. Finally, I will
present the procedures used for studying my practice, while providing data and analysis that
speaks to adaptations and adjustments made to my instruction as I implemented this study.
Research Questions
My focus for this research was examining how artistic practices can improve students'
understanding of themselves and the world around them. Specifically, I examined how to enrich
my ability to incorporate higher-order thinking into lessons. And how teaching art as a second
language or specific discourse will be easier by lowering the affective filter so students can
benefit twofold, by having therapeutic creation time and by being in a more calm headspace for
learning. And how by teaching art-specific language, students can better understand art and how
to communicate their artistic purpose. This focus aligned with the following INTASC Standards
for teacher professional development: Standard #2: Learning Differences, Standard #3:
Learning Environments, Standard # 4: Content Knowledge, and Standard #9: Professional
Learning and Ethical Practice. Additionally, I considered how studying my own practice in line
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with INTASC Standards could improve my own instruction and therefore, student learning. My
purpose of this study was to focus on learning differences, create inclusive environments, create
lessons that are meaningful and accessible, and improve my education by evaluating my practice.
The research question (s) for this study were:
1.

What tools am I able to apply to support activist art in the classroom? I hope to

gain data and tools for consideration and to enrich my ability to incorporate higher-order
thinking into lessons. Data gathered from a focus on this question was used to gain an
understanding of ways to incorporate activist art into my classroom.
2.

How can I use drawing activities to lower the anxiety level in-person and online

and provide continuity across face-to-face and online class meetings? I would like to confirm that
teaching art as a second language or specific discourse will be easier by lowering the affective
filter so students can benefit twofold, by having therapeutic creation time and by being in a more
calm headspace for learning. Data gathered from this question was used to validate the
importance of the affective filter in language acquisition.
3.

In what ways can I differentiate drawing activities to provide access for diverse

learners? Data gathered from a focus on this question was used to describe how students learn in
many different ways and that as a teacher I need to utilize all the ways to help students learn.
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INTASC Standards
INTASC standards are an outline of what teachers should know and be able to do to help
all students learn, grow and succeed. The standards provide the overarching principles and
foundations of teaching practice necessary to improve student learning that encompass all
students. The standards reflect foresight for teaching and learning that helps prepare students for
adulthood. I will use these standards to monitor and test my own professional growth. I will be
focusing on the following Oregon Model core teaching standards: Standard #2: Learning
Differences-The teacher uses understanding of individual differences and diverse cultures and
communities to ensure inclusive learning environments that enable each learner to meet high
standards. Standard #3: Learning Environments-The teacher works with others to create
environments that support individual and collaborative learning, and that encourage positive
social interaction, active engagement in learning, and self-motivation. Standard # 4: Content
Knowledge-The teacher understands the central concepts, tools of inquiry, and structures of the
discipline(s) he or she teaches and creates learning experiences that make these aspects of the
discipline accessible and meaningful for learners to assure mastery of the content. Standard #9:
Professional Learning and Ethical Practice-The teacher engages in ongoing professional
learning and uses evidence to continually evaluate his/her practice, particularly the effects of
his/her choices and actions on others (learners, families, other professionals, and the
community), and adapts practice to meet the needs of each learner.
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Methodology and Research Design
I have chosen to use qualitative research for my methodology because it is more in line
with the investigation that leads to understanding perceptions and views. This is a contrast to
quantitative research which focuses more on a structured approach, as Cresswell states,
“Qualitative research is especially useful when the researcher does not know the important
variables to examine. (p. 20) This will give me working data for my teaching that aligns more
with teaching a lesson and adjusting as I go depending on the results of each lesson. For
instance, if I teach one class and find that there are holes in my teaching, I can adjust for the
next class to make sure that all students are getting the lesson presented to them in the way they
will best understand.

Action research is a process of reflection on real time problem solving performed by an
educator to improve the way they practice teaching and learning. Qualitative research is used to
help understand the nature of a setting and is performed using observations, conducting
interviews, and interpreted by the researcher or educator. As Lichtman describes, “The purpose
of qualitative research is to describe, understand and interpret human phenomena, human
interaction, or human discourse. When we speak about phenomena, we often think of lived
experiences of humans (p. 17). This data of the human experience is then used by the educator
to better understand how their teaching is affecting the students' learning.
Data Collection and Procedures
Because my purpose was to describe my own teaching practice as well as how I use
data to improve my own practice in line with the INTASC professional standards, it was
important to choose a method that could account for both what the standards are for teachers
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and how I was paying attention to my own practice through data collection to improve it.
Accordingly, this study was designed as an action research study. Action research is a
reflective process that allows for inquiry and discussion as components of the research.
Frequently, action research is a cooperative activity among educators exploring solutions to
ordinary problems experienced in schools or looking for ways to improve instruction and
increase student success. Rather than dealing with the abstract, action research allows educators
to address the concerns that are most relevant to their practice, ones over which they can
display some influence and make a change.

This review will cover three main ideas:

1) What tools am I able to apply to support activist art in the classroom?
2) How can I use drawing activities to lower the anxiety level in-person and online and
provide continuity across face-to-face and online class meetings?
3) In what ways can I differentiate drawing activities to provide access for diverse
learners?

My plan is to measure student engagement by using my observations from journaling, artifacts
from formative assessments, and by using student-created artifacts from their online classes and
from their now in-person classes. I also have some students who are still learning online and
will be able to analyze their learning. I will know that my goals are successful when I see
improvement in students interacting with me and their peers in class. I will also know that there
are successes when students are turning in their work and showing a sense of pride in their
accomplishments. I will be teaching students how to draw, analyze, and evaluate their own
artwork. I will also be modeling how an artist speaks and creates to further their art education.
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By giving a pre-assessment drawing activity at the beginning of the term, teaching the students
about best practice when drawing, and then guiding a post-assessment drawing activity, I will
be able to evaluate their understanding of my teaching.
Table 1

Qualitative Data Collection Procedures for Action Research
Research Questions

Data Sources

What tools am I
able to apply to
support activist art
in the classroom?

Interview with
Cooperating Teacher

Focus Group

Purpose

Procedure/Timeline

To gain data for
consideration and
enrich my ability to
incorporate higherorder thinking into
lessons.

I spoke with
colleagues to gain
understanding and
reflect on my
readiness to
implement activist
art lessons into my
art classroom.

Teaching art as a
second language or
specific discourse
will be easier by
lowering the
affective filter so
students can benefit
twofold, by having
therapeutic creation
time and by being in
a calmer headspace
for learning.

Collected
information, tracked
progress from
October until May.
School switched to
in-person in
February.

Journaling

How can I use
Compare online vs. in
drawing activities
person
to lower the anxiety
level in-person and
online and provide
Journaling
continuity across
face-to-face and
online class
meetings?
Observations
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In what ways can I
differentiate
drawing activities
to provide access
for diverse
learners?

Classroom artifacts

Journaling

By teaching artspecific language
students can better
understand art and
how to communicate
their artistic
purpose.
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Implemented
differentiated
activities and use
artifacts to
determine what was
successful.

Interview
Cooperating Teacher

Analysis Plan
Table 2
Data Analysis Steps
Phase 1
Organize interview answers and put them into themes
Familiarize
myself with Focus Group transcribe for use
data
Organize journal entries into themes
Compare online vs in-person -create a table to organize similarities and
differences.
Observations - organize into themes
Classroom artifacts - analyze artifacts and rubrics used to qualify
Phase 2
Generate
initial
codes

Organize data into themed groups:
Group 1- What tools am I able to apply to support activist art in the classroom?
Group 2-How can I use drawing activities to lower the anxiety level in-person
and online and provide continuity across face-to-face and online class
meetings?
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Group 3-In what ways can I differentiate drawing activities to provide access
for diverse learners?

Manually code with notes from the transcribed interview and focus group
Create a digital codebook, organizing data within each theme
Code for all potential themes
Note tensions & inconsistencies of codes in a digital diary
Phase 3
Search for
themes

Using a digital codebook, organize codes into themes
Note thoughts on relationships between the emerging themes in a digital diary
Note any potential sub-themes in a digital diary
Add a miscellaneous section in the digital code diary for any seemingly
unrelated code

Phase 4
Review
themes

Revise table of potential themes, considering internal homogeneity and external
heterogeneity
Read collated data extracts for each theme, checking for coherent pattern
For extracts with no coherent pattern, re-examine theme and related coded data
for sub-theme or renaming of theme
For themes where a coherent pattern exists, examine for individual theme
validity in relation to entire data.
Examine transcripts for any missed data extracts needing to be coded for theme
Re-read entire transcripts for any new themes that may have been missed
Stop when no more substantial and relevant themes emerge
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Examine how themes fit together in relation to research questions and note
thoughts and considerations in a digital journal
Create thematic map

Phase 5
Define &
name
themes

Adjust digital table of them to organize collated data extracts within each theme
for consistency
Identify relative narrative for each theme in the digital diary
Write a detailed analysis for each theme, to include individual relevance and
how that relates to the overall analysis and answers the questions of this research
Examine written analysis for any excessive overlapping of themes
Examine each theme for any sub-themes needing to be identified and explained
For each theme, describe scope and content in no more than two sentences,
adding potential names to each theme

Phase 6
Write the
thematic
report

Write an analysis within and across themes
Assure there is written evidence within each theme with related data extracts
Choose vivid and relevant extract examples for each point of evidence in
answering research questions
Create an analytic narrative that incorporates evidential answers to each research
question
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Limitations, Delimitations, Bias/Assumptions
Limitations
Action research is not essentially objective or experimental in nature and as such there
are limitations to the information that can be gathered. Ideally, this research process would take
many cycles to get to the core of the information, but due to the time constraints of my studies, I
will only be doing one cycle of research. I will need to further my findings in my practice as a
teacher in the future as I build my career.

Delimitations
My delimitations are as follows: I will be conducting my research from October 2020Spring term 2021: This timeframe was chosen because it fits within my degree program and
gives the best insight into students who studied online and who are now learning in person. The
significance of this term is students have been learning to change gears and learn in differing
environments and are now starting to get back into the classroom.

Bias/Assumptions
There are a number of biases/assumptions to consider in my action research. As I am
studying my own teaching, this research is heavily weighted toward my perspective. My
relationship with students is also biased, as I have been teaching, I have noticed that there is an
ease of interaction that differs from class to class. I am also learning to teach and conduct
research simultaneously and this pulls my focus in many directions at one time. There is a
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difference between teaching online and in-person and I may make assumptions or have a bias
around my expectations of myself and/or my students in each of these situations.
Credibility
Validity and reliability are important aspects of social research and can be accounted for
in a variety of ways (Torrance, 2012). Both validity, the quality of being logically sound, and
reliability, the degree to which accuracy can be considered dependable, are components of
credibility, the quality of being trusted or believed in. Eisner (1991) believes that the credibility
of qualitative research is grown through a “confluence of evidence” that includes multiple types
of data (p. 110). Validity of research is one component of providing credibility and can be done
through triangulation of data (Lather, 1991). Carter, Bryant-Lukosius, DiCesno, Blythe, &
Neville (2014) explain that one method of triangulation is method triangulation which includes
using multiple methods of data collection. This is similar to Eisner’s method of structural
corroboration (1991). Eisner (1991) also believes that getting input and opinions from others in
the same field serves as a means of consensual validation. This helps to further demonstrate
credibility.
In my research, I used multiple methods of data collection. These different methods
served as method triangulation based on the explanation from Carter et al. (2014). The methods
of data collection were through interviews with colleagues, a focus group, journaling, field notes,
observation, classroom artifacts, and comparisons. This allowed me to analyze the data through
differing means to ensure that I was correctly interpreting the data, as well resulting in “a broader
understanding of the phenomenon” (Carter et al., 2014, p. 546). In addition, to further strengthen
my credibility, I used member checks to provide a form of consensual validation. These member
checks were conducted with the assistance of Pilar Swanson and Jeanine Newsome.
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Chapter 4
Data analysis and results (Findings)
Action research is a process of analyzing active problem solving by an educator to
improve and enhance the way they practice teaching and learning. Qualitative research is used to
help understand the nature of a classroom environment and is performed using observations, and
conducting interviews, and then interpreted by the researcher or educator. This data from the
classroom experience is then used by the educator to better understand how their teaching is
affecting the students' learning.
Data collection in action research can be a mix of observations, journaling, conducting
interviews, focus groups, and group work; to name a few. For my action research, I chose these
types of data collection: interviews, a focus group, journaling, comparisons, observations, and
classroom artifacts. My goals for action research included making a discovery about whether or
not there are tools I can use to support helping the students to create activist art, how I can use
drawing activities to lower student anxiety and exploring how to differentiate drawing activities
for diverse learners. Next, I will further describe the types of data I collected.
Data Sources
Journaling
I kept a journal from November 2020 through April 2021 of notes on my classroom
experiences. By keeping a journal of classroom activities, I was able to look back on my notes
and see a trend in student interaction in the classroom (See Appendix A). I kept track of students
who needed extra assistance, notes to myself about how I can improve teaching in specific ways,
or asked myself questions like... am I providing all the tools needed for this student to succeed?...
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to help lead myself to a better understanding of desired outcomes. I was also able to see where
students were struggling in a project and make changes to how I revealed lesson content.
Changes such as more handouts with written directions or creating videos of lessons so students
can pause and work along at their own pace.
Observations
In addition to journaling about my teaching, I kept track of observations I made of
student interactions in the classroom. I kept notes about how students interacted with each other,
and how they interacted with me. Some students responded more positively when I was direct
with them and my instruction, while others were more responsive to indirect communication. For
some students a one-on-one direct conversation was what they needed to better understand a
concept or for them to express their frustrations to me. For other students, speaking to the class
as a whole, or subtly handing them a tool or printed directions was a better indirect way of
communicating. I was also able to use these observations to change the seating arrangement in
some classes to better support the students by giving them more or fewer social interactions
dependent on specific needs. I also noted how the energy I brought to the classroom changed
how the students’ energy levels were influenced. When I bring the energy, they often meet me at
an energetic level. However, when I’m having an off day, it can also cause the students to have a
low energy day. I found that by adjusting the music played while creating I can often bring the
energy levels back to a comfortable working atmosphere. And if students are having trouble
focusing, like talking too much, I can turn up the music and it's more difficult to have a
discussion and they are more likely to work.
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Classroom Artifacts
Another way I analyzed my teaching is by keeping artifacts of students' artwork. I used
this as an assessment of the students' learning and an assessment of my teaching. By observing
the artwork created before a series of lessons and then after the series, I was able to see how my
teaching was successful and how it needed to be improved (See Appendix B). When I saw a need
for improvement, I would tailor my teaching to each individual student. Some students needed to
use different tools like a softer graphite pencil to achieve a darker value shade. Or some students
needed another quick lesson on drawing. Other students needed to be reminded to use an eraser
or a blending stub. By showing the students their before and after assessments I was able to show
that even the students who “aren’t artists,” had improved their drawing skills.
Comparison In-Person/Online
I taught/observed my cooperating teacher via zoom from October 2020 to January 2021.
In February 2021, I took over lesson planning and teaching. Prior to February, all the students
were in online classes. To promote communication, we began each class by asking the students
open-ended questions in an attempt to get them to talk to us and each other. In February, I started
a daily warm-up drawing where I gave the students a drawing prompt and 7-10 minutes to draw.
I also drew (see Appendix A), and then as a class, we would share our drawings. It was a
successful way to get the students online and in-person engaged in drawing because it was often
funny to see the different interpretations of a prompt such as “tree party.” Some students created
dancing trees and some created a picnic under the trees.
I discovered in my research that there are differences in how to teach students online and
how to teach students who are in the classroom. One thing that is distinguishable is classroom
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management. The methods for classroom management in person involve much more movement
around the classroom and can involve more facets like adjusting my teaching for improved
behavior and attitude. Teaching online, however, is a more nuanced practice. Students are often
not showing their faces on screen so you cannot see how they are responding to the lesson. I
often do checks such as asking the students to put an “!” in the chat if they are at a certain point
in their drawing. Or I will ask them to show me on screen their work...which rarely happens...but
they are often willing to send me a picture of their work via email or the messaging app Remind.
Another option that has been effective is breakout rooms. When I need to speak to students oneon-one, I put the students in breakout rooms which allows for some privacy to talk about grades
or if they aren’t turning in assignments.
Interview
I used interviews with my cooperating teacher, Pilar Swanson, to gain feedback about
what she observed during my teaching. Primarily I learned that classroom management skills are
where I have the most room for improvement. By having these discussions, I have learned a lot
about how I perceive situations with the students as opposed to what is really happening. Often, I
will be hesitant to get into a student’s space, either verbally or physically, and this leads to lost
opportunities for students receiving guidance that they need from their teacher. Through these
interviews, I have also learned about my placement in the classroom and how I can better utilize
physical proximity to help students to stay on task in creating. Whether it is where I am standing
or how I am moving around the room, it is significant to help the students to remember what they
are working on, and a reminder to put down their phones. Non-verbal cues are also highly
effective in these instances, and I have been able to put these tools into practice to help reinforce
the boundaries I have established for the art classroom.
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Focus Group
To aid my ability to include activist art in my curriculum I discussed ways I could
incorporate activist art with my colleague Jeanine Newsome. We began the discussion by
reading an article by Matt Christensen, “Do religion and politics belong in the art classroom?”
https://theartofeducation.edu/2017/09/05/september-controversial-topics-belong-art-room/. The
article discusses how to facilitate an investigation to sensitive topics, how to incorporate projects
and or subject matter into the curriculum to help students grow as informed, critical thinkers, and
ways for educators to work towards liberating education. These are important because it helps
students to explore why they believe what they believe. And it’s our job as educators to create a
safe space to facilitate these types of conversations. Some of the difficult themes for these
conversations could be religion, race, or LGBTQIA+. Discussing these themes with students can
help them to know how they affect people in the context of their own lives. One student in the
article said, “We fear what we do not understand.” This is such a true statement.
By providing opportunities to understand the viewpoints of ourselves and others, we can
lower the potential for misunderstandings, and it can lead to appreciating people and their
differences. Some of the important questions we asked during the discussion are: How can we as
educators try to share differences and show that students are more connected than separate. How
do you approach the subject? These are the answers we explored during the conversation: Be
straightforward and factual, model that it's a hard thing and that it's ok to address the hard thing.
Make sure to show you are uncomfortable with the topic too, and it's ok to do hard things. To
facilitate these discussions, we found a project on the Anti-Racist Art Teachers website that we
thought would be a good starting point to discuss the diversity of artists
(https://sites.google.com/view/antiracistartteachers/home?authuser=0).
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By asking the students to think about the artists they are familiar with...are they old white
men?... you can begin the discussion… and then encourage students to bring in or research other
art and artists and what types of art the students like and why they like it.
Themes and Codes
Table 3
Research Question 1 - What tools am I able to apply to support activist art in the classroom?
Themes

Codes

Examples

Theme 1: Subject Matter

Religion, Race, LGBTQIA+

Discuss the bias of history
and then explore new artists
and their types of activism or
backgrounds.

Theme 2: Critical Thinking

Bias in Art History, Analyze
art from different artists,
student preference in art

Creating a family portrait and
then discussing each artwork
as a class.

Theme 3: Connection

Normalize differences in
family structures

“How can we as educators try
to share differences and show
that students are more
connected than separate?”

Table 4
Research Question 2 - How can I use drawing activities to lower student anxiety levels in-person
and online and provide continuity across face-to-face and online class meetings?
Themes

Codes

Examples

Theme 1: Grace

More time on assignments
Modified assignments
Forgiven assignments

By accommodating each
student with a plan that meets
their individual needs for
success, I am able to see more
finished work.

Theme 2: Interaction

Direct instruction
Indirect instruction

“For the student who feels
overwhelmed by all the work
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Student to student

they have unfinished...and
they know this because I have
just given them a page with
notes of all the work they
have yet to do...they are better
off not being reminded in a
way that all the info is
presented at once. It’s better
to focus on one thing that they
can finish today.”

Open-ended questions
Process

“If you could walk a day in
my shoes…” Students are to
finish the statement and
illustrate their shoes using the
techniques we learned in class
to draw with accuracy.

Table 5
Research Question 3 - In what ways can I differentiate drawing activities to provide access for
diverse learners?
Themes

Codes

Examples

Theme 1: Multiple pathways

Provide video lessons
Step-by-step instruction with
pictures at each step

Videos and handouts were
created and helped students
complete tasks.

Theme 2: Meet them where
they are.

Reteach
Modify for understanding

“Student is doing the work
and not able to complete it to
the rubric specifications, so I
have modified the assignment
for the student’s success.”

In Chapter 4, the data showed some strong indications of positive outcomes in my research. I
made improvements upon my teaching in real-time to best serve each student in the best way
possible in each situation. As I continue to advance my teaching abilities, I will focus on
improving my professional development and learning from experience. In Chapter 5, I will be
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revisiting my original goals, reviewing the implications of the findings, and the limitations of the
study, and how they may impact my teaching in the future.
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Chapter 5
Introduction
I conducted action research to develop my teaching practice for the whole student
through the enhancement and presence of research-driven online and in-person engagement
practices. My teaching methods have improved with a blend of increased understanding, deeper
knowledge, the groundwork for inclusive planning, as well as the focus of online and in-person
techniques to increase interaction as I guide secondary art students. My main objective with this
action research is to understand how students are learning and experiencing online education and
in-person education, particularly in secondary school. One of the main reasons that I have
chosen this specific focus area for my action research project is because I want to know and
understand the strategies for best practice in engaging students in online learning and how that
compares with in-person learning.
In Chapter 1, I discuss why I became interested in becoming a teacher, my philosophy of
teaching and my goals for conducting action research. In Chapter 2, I break down the literature I
read and discuss how the research aligns with my research questions. In Chapter 3, I establish the
methods I follow for my research. And in Chapter 4, I examine the results of my data collection.
When I began my research, I could not fully wrap my mind around the scope of this
project. Having recently studied varying theories about education I decided that Progressivism,
Humanism, and Constructivism philosophies were where I wanted to put my focus for teaching.
Progressivism focuses on developing the student’s consciousness like a moral guide. Humanism
is about nurturing every single student to their fullest potential. Constructivism concentrates on
using education to impact a student’s view of the world. These theories still hold weight for me
as an important focus for my teaching. In addition to these theories, I would like to have more
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focus on activist art in the classroom. My research has shown me the importance of activist art
for students and how it will help them with higher order thinking and developing their sense of
self.
I have a deeper understanding of myself and how my mood and energy can change the
atmosphere of the classroom. I think the basics of action research come naturally to me in
teaching, try something based on prior knowledge, if it doesn’t work try something new based on
theories that have worked for others, if that works great, if it doesn’t work, try something else
until you find the thing that works best for you and your students. Action research has been
productive for me because it has forced me to ask myself important leading questions that will
serve me and my students well.
Implications
Research Question 1 - What tools am I able to apply to support activist art in the
classroom?
By finding ways to incorporate activist art themes into my lesson plans, students will
have more autonomy with their artistic endeavors. This aligns with my understanding of
Constructivism and encouraging students to expand their view of the world. I will be able to
encourage students to follow their own artistic interests while showing them the foundations of
drawing and painting. It will be important for me to start the school year with activities that
normalize looking for new art and artists to discuss with students and to give the students the
power to pursue their love of viewing and making art. Like the activity I discussed in Chapter 4
where the students research or find art that they like and we discuss it as a class. I will also need
to find ways to work with students who are not passionate about a cause. One way I can help
students discover their passion is by providing resources to students to research possible interests
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or types of activism. This will help guide the students to discover a passion or direction for
creativity.
Research Question 2 - How can I use drawing activities to lower student anxiety levels inperson and online and provide continuity across face-to-face and online class meetings?
I found that providing simple drawing activities with a funny prompt allowed the students
to use their imagination and build their drawing skills to be the most effective way to build
community in the classroom this year. In having the students share their artwork they were able
to practice putting themselves in a position of supported vulnerability and it gave them a chance
to communicate in a fun affirming way. This drawing activity worked well for students learning
online and in-person equally. In the future, I may need to continue my research for new ways to
build community in an online/in-person setting.
Research Question 3 - In what ways can I differentiate drawing activities to provide access
for diverse learners?
Some of the tools that I have gained to help facilitate the best methods for differentiating
drawing activities for students will be useful throughout my teaching career. I found that
providing written directions with images showing step-by-step directions was very helpful for
some students. Other students benefited from a video lesson so that they could pause and rewatch
parts of the lesson for clarification. Some differentiation strategies were created on the fly, but
ultimately helped the students to finish their art projects successfully.

Recommendations
As art is such a big part of so many facets of our daily lives, I think it will be important
for me to find relevant ways to incorporate many different types of art into the curriculum. By
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creating a classroom that is student centered in a way that gives the students agency in their
learning will perhaps be the best way to incorporate these ideas. I think more research should be
conducted to find ways to differentiate art education to have more opportunities for flow in the
classroom. It was rare to have a day that all the students in class were in an artistic flow, maybe
two or three days total. But when it did happen, the students had clear direction prior to
beginning the lesson and were made to feel confident in their task. I would like to see more
research about how important art education is for assisting students in their learning of other
subjects. I would also like to have more research conducted to discover how to create a more
effective online learning environment.
Limitations
There are a number of limitations to my action research. Action research is not
inherently experimental in nature and as such there are limitations to the information that can be
gathered. Ideally, this research process would take many cycles to get to the core of the
information, but due to the time constraints of my studies, I will only be doing one cycle of
research. I will need to further my findings in my practice as a teacher in the future as I build my
career.
Summary
Over this year of learning and teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic, I have learned
so much about myself and how much I still want to learn. I think it is fair to say that this was a
uniquely challenging way to begin my teaching career. I have learned so much more about
technology and how it can be utilized to improve teaching during a pandemic and how it will
continue to benefit me in the future. My research and reflection on my teaching has helped me to
further develop my philosophy of teaching and I have found solid theories that support my
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philosophy and guide me as I confront new challenges. I look forward to seeing what the
students create when I include activist art in the classroom. I have a renewed desire to teach and
learn and I am excited to discover more about myself and my future students.
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Appendix A
Journaling and Drawing Prompt Examples

Figure A1. These are examples of my journaling style while gathering data for my research
paper. They also show drawings that I created with the students for our daily drawing prompt
activity.
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Appendix B

Student work samples before and after drawing lessons.

Figure B1. Artifacts of student drawings pre-assessments next to post-assessments for use
in analyzing my teaching.

